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Abstract: Even though mass customization has been a
popular topic since the early ’90s, a deeper
understanding of service mass customization is missing.
What does mass customization mean in the service
context? How can services be mass customized?
Moreover, what kind of cost system design should be
used for mass customized services? Cost system design is
always a challenging task, and the new environment does
not make it easy. The aim of this paper is to review the
literature to find out how services can be mass
customized and to give some suggestions as to what kind
of cost system design should be used in the case of mass
customized services. Causality and responsibility were
taken as the most important factors of the relevancy of
the cost system. Activity-based costing (ABC) is
presented as one way to calculate the costs of mass
customized services. Other methods might also be
possible. If there are multilevel cost objects, such as
activities, services, bundled services, customers, and
market segments, ABC would be the most convenient
choice. However, ABC is not a panacea, and it is
important how processes, activities, and responsibility
centers are defined.
Key Words: Mass Customization, Services, Cost
Management, Cost System
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper brings out two interesting and popular
subjects, mass customization and services. These
subjects have similarities: they have been said to be a
new way to compete and win in the market, and both are
missing exact definitions. Mass customization has been
defined as the ability to design and manufacture
customized products at mass production efficiency and
speed. Mass customization is often justified because
different customers can give different values to the same
product. Customers require different features and
performance, and one size does not fit all anymore. Most
mass-customization studies concentrate on consumer
goods, and have typically either a marketing or an
operations view. In service operations management
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literature, customization has been recognized. Services
can be classified, for example, as professional services,
service shops, and mass services based on the degree of
customization. Moreover, although mass customized
services have been discussed, the theory regarding such
services is still quite fragmented.
When designing cost systems, many things have to be
taken into account. Mass customized services are a new
cost object, and they require new assumptions. In the
manufacturing business, resources are used to produce
one unit of goods, and in the services business, resources
are consumed by the client in the realization of the
performance connected with the service. Moreover,
service operations management studies point out
important factors such as contact time, customer’s effect
on productivity, source of value added, etc. that affect
cost systems design.
The aim of this paper is to review the literature and
shed some light on the mass customized service
discussion from the cost system design point of view.
The paper is structured as follows. First, an introduction
to mass customization is given. This is followed by a
short literature review of services. Next is a discussion of
what mass customization could be, in a service context.
Thirdly, the principles of cost systems design are
presented, and their connection to mass customized
services is discussed. Finally, some conclusions are
made, and new directions for further research are
suggested.
2. MASS CUSTOMIZATION
The term “mass customization” was first introduced
in the book Future Perfect by Davis [14]. Mass
customization was defined as a way to manufacture oneof-a-kind products, based on customer specifications,
without sacrificing scale economics. Mass customization
became more popular in 1993 when Pine [40] published
his book Mass Customization: The New Frontier in
Business Competition. Pine defined mass customization
as the ability to design and manufacture customized
products at mass production efficiency and speed.
Furthermore, he defined mass customization as a process

by which companies provide variety and customization
through flexibility and quick response. The goal was that
almost anyone would find exactly what he or she wanted
without paying a penalty in price. Similarly, Hart [23]
gave a broad, and in his words, idealistic definition for
mass customization: “the ability to provide your
customers with anything they want profitably, any time
they want it, anywhere they want it, any way they want
it.” In reality, the profitability requirement of the above
definition compromises the other goals or at least
restricts them to a “pre-determined envelope of variety”.
Piller [39] saw mass customization as follows: customer
co-design and a fixed solution space (stable processes
and product architectures), in which all operations are
performed, are key aspects of mass customization. A
fixed solution space ensures that a product or service can
be produced at a cost and efficiency close to that of mass
production and does not require a switch to an upper
market segment.
Despite numerous attempts, the definition of mass
customization has remained somewhat unclear.
Moreover, the literature is missing good conceptual
boundaries for mass customization [16]. Some scholars
include variety management, locate-to-order strategy,
customizable [30], and self-customizing [52] products as
mass customization approaches. Moreover, the research
on mass customization is mostly focused on goods, i.e.,
physical products [13, 25], and many of the approaches
mentioned above are clearly geared toward goods
manufacturing.
In this paper, we take a strict view of mass
customization that resembles Piller’s [39]. We require
that the production process of an individual product be
customer-specific, i.e., that the individual product be
adapted to individual customer needs. This requirement
excludes, e.g., locate-to-order and self-customizable
products as mass customization strategies. Moreover, we
require that the individual product be produced by
combining standardized, pre-designed, and pre-defined
components and modules. This combination must also
happen within standardized and pre-determined
processes. Products can be services or goods or a mix of
both. We see that a mass customization implementation
always includes a specification phase in which the
customer needs are elicited and a specific description of
the individual product the customer wants is defined.
Next, an individual product is produced according to the
defined customer-specific description. Lastly, the
individual product is delivered to the customer. Our view
of mass customization is similar to Customized
Standardization as it is defined by Lampel and Mintzberg
[29]: the utilization of product modularity and
configurability to assemble customized products with
standardized design and standardized components. Thus,
“customization” is achieved because combining modules
and components in different ways yields different
individual products, and the “mass” is obtained from the
standardized modules and corresponding production
processes [16, 52].
The path of industrial development started with craft
manufacturing, in which every product could be
customized. With the Industrial Revolution, and
especially with Ford Model-T production, the era of

mass production began. Mass production was followed
by continuous improvement, at least in some industries.
Mass customization is presented as the current paradigm
[40]. However, this path can be questioned in many
ways. There are still companies in every phase, and the
shift to mass customization can be from craft
manufacturing as well as from mass manufacturing [15].
Similarly, it is not clear if continuous improvement has
ever been the leading paradigm. Moreover, the benefits
sought and the challenges companies may face are
different when a mass production company moves to
mass customization compared to a craft production
company adopting a mass customization strategy [25].
The requirements for successful mass customization
manufacturing systems involve product design as well as
production and product configuration processes issues
[5]. The often-mentioned prerequisites for product and
process design are commonality and modularity [2, 16,
18, 41]. These design requirements may help in reducing
internal process variety, which is said to improve
flexibility, responsiveness, and quality as well as reduce
costs [2]. These prerequisites are also present in the
seven sequential strategies of complexity reduction and
variety management for mass customization that Blecker
and Abdelkafi [4] defined. They argued that achieving
product and process modularity is a minimum
requirement for efficient mass customization. Product
modularity makes it possible to mix and match
interchangeable modules that have standardized
interfaces and, thereby, create product variants
efficiently [4] by manufacturing the modules separately
and simultaneously [18]. Process modularity, in turn,
refers to turning processes into modules and ensuring the
rapid and flexible integration between these modules
with an adequate architecture [41]. In other words,
regardless of the defined individual product, its
production process can be derived in a standardized
manner using the architecture. With component and
process commonality and product and process
modularity, the benefits of economies of scale and scope,
as well as the goals of reusability and differentiation, can
be reached simultaneously [5], all benefits that help to
achieve efficient mass customization.
Beyond the minimum requirement of achieving
product and process modularity for efficient mass
customization, Blecker and Abdelkafi [4] identified
product platform and delayed differentiation as mass
customization complexity management approaches. With
the product platform approach, a set of core modules is
used across different product families. The efficiency
benefits achieved stem from the possibility of optimizing
production of the core modules, and from the reduced
setup and lead times in manufacturing, due to module
sharing across product families. Delayed differentiation
can be seen as delaying the point where the individual
products assume their unique forms in the production
process [4] and as delaying some variation of the
individual product until the final stages of manufacturing
or until the product is sent to the dealer [44]. With
delayed differentiation, manufacturers can lower their
dependence on the customer order decoupling point,
which separates mass customization production systems
from push-and-pull subsystems, defines the depth of
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customer integration, may limit the range of
customization possibilities, and usually has a direct
effect on delivery times [4]. Moreover, the customerindependent push subsystem lends itself better to
standardization and production efficiency optimization
than the customer-driven push subsystem.
3. MASS CUSTOMIZATION OF SERVICES
If mass customization is not well defined, neither are
services. There has been a long and still ongoing debate
in the literature about what services are. There is, to date,
no unequivocal definition for services. In 1960, the
American Marketing Association proposed that
“[s]ervices are activities, benefits, or satisfactions which
are offered for sale, or are provided in connection with
the sale of goods” [11]. Other often-cited definitions
include that by Grönroos: “A service is an activity or
services of activities of more or less intangible nature
that normally, but not necessarily, take place in
interactions between the customer and service employees
and/or physical resources or goods and/or systems of the
service provider, which are provided as solutions to
customer problems” [21, p.27]. Rathmell [42] considered
a good to be a noun whereas a service is a verb. As
recently as three years ago, Sampson and Froehle [43], in
their article proposing a unified service theory, cited 17
published definitions for services—and added their own.
Thus, services are somewhat elusive, and what is or
is not considered a service seems to be contextdependent. What is common among all the candidates for
services definitions is, however, that services always
comprise activities or processes, the customer is involved
in at least some phases of the value creation system,
value is co-created with the customer, and the value is
realized at the time of consumption. The customer
perceived quality of a service not only depends on the
technical quality but also on the functional, process
quality and is mediated by the customer’s quality
expectations [20]. Further, scholars have found common
ground in that some kind of a continuum or mix exists
between products and services, or goods and services [9,
36, 37]. Products always have a service dimension, but
services do not always have a goods dimension. Goods
manufacturers commonly sell product services which
somehow facilitate the use or enhance the performance
of their manufactured goods. Service products refer to
more independent billable items in the provider’s
offering.
Another topic of agreement is on the general
characteristics of most services: intangibility,
inseparability of production and consumption,
heterogeneity, perishability, and lack of transfer of
ownership [12, 51]. Intangibility means that services
cannot be perceived by the senses. Inseparability refers
to the observation that significant parts of services
cannot be produced without customer involvement.
Heterogeneity in services is due to service production
resources often being unique, whether they are provider
personnel or the customer herself. Many services are
labor-intensive [13], and the individuals involved in the
production process cause variation in it, at least when
compared to manufacturing machinery. Perishability
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refers to the time-sensitive capacity of the provider to
produce services that are perishable. Capacity is wasted
if no customer inputs are available to be processed, such
as a seat in a movie theater or consultant time. Services
cannot be stored or produced to stock, nor resold or
returned to seller.
Rather than engaging in another ongoing discussion
on whether the characteristics attributed to services make
any difference in how services should be managed [6, 10,
17, 46, 47, 50], we concede that the characteristics may
adversely affect the quality, consistency, reliability, and
documentability of services. Mass customization of
services has been proposed to alleviate these unfavorable
effects [24, 37, 48], in addition to achieving higher costefficiency in service co-production.
What, then, would mass customized services be like?
Adopting a definition similar to the one we gave for
mass customization in general, mass-customized services
would contain pre-defined processes whose interfaces
and interdependencies would be well defined and that
could be combined into flexible processes according to
pre-defined rules. These processes are mixed and
matched to meet the customer-specific description of the
service, which is also based on pre-defined
customization possibilities.
Similar approaches to achieve simultaneous
customization and efficiency goals that were presented
by Blecker and Abdelkafi [4] for goods manufacturing
can be found in the service literature. Modularity in
services is discussed [38, 47] and using a product
platform approach in services is suggested in [34, 35].
However, it is not clear what components and modules
mean in services—and what the product and process
components or modules are in the services. In this paper,
we adopt a view that processes consist of activities that
may themselves consist of (sub-)activities and/or tasks.
The tasks an activity consists of describe the actual acts
on a more detailed level than the activity itself. A task
describes acts on the most detailed level that is
practically required to successfully perform them. This is
similar to what can be found in activity-based costing
literature [45]. We argue that the descriptions and terms
that define the outcomes the customer can expect to
receive from service processes are the product
components and modules in services. In service mass
customization, these service product modules and
components would be the subject of discussion with the
customer during the elicitation phase. A collection of
customer-chosen modules and components would then
describe the customized individual service product the
customer has a right to receive from the provider. We
assume that the service provider should know what
processes it needs to perform to realize the service
product modules or components it has sold the customer
the right to receive. The potential benefits stemming
from learning effects when performing process modules
and reuse of both process and product module
descriptions in different service products are probably
achievable in services mass customization as well.
Learning effects when performing process modules, and
reuse of both process and product module descriptions,
and perhaps well trained personnel across different
service products may yield efficiency benefits for the

provider. The perishability and simultaneity of
production and consumption do limit module reuse in
services compared to goods.
Fliess and Kleinaltenkamp [19] discussed a line of
order penetration in service operations that divides the
activities into customer-induced and customerindependent ones. This is similar to the order decoupling
point in manufacturing. The authors also argued that
customer-independent activities allow for easier
standardization and efficiency improvements. However,
due to the heterogeneity of services, it depends on the
customers whether the perceived service quality is
actually improved. Excessive standardization may
sacrifice the feel of a customized solution offered to the
customer and compromise customer-perceived service
quality. Nevertheless, compared to (nearly) fully
customized professional services, mass customized
services could minimize customer sacrifice of time and
other resources, enhance predictability, and enable
efficient knowledge flows and interaction on the
customer side. On the other hand, approaching mass
customized services from the (nearly) standardized mass
services end potentially yields the benefits of improved
customer fit and the possibility of deepening the
customer relationship without jeopardizing mutual costefficiency.
4. COST SYSTEM DESIGN
The first rationale of cost systems is to define the cost
of objects, which are normally products or services.
However, costs calculations do not have any value per se
if they are not used in managing the company and
especially in managing resources. Cost calculations by
themselves might not be enough to manage resources,
and other management tools such as performance
measurement are needed. When the validity and
relevancy of cost calculations are considered, the cost
system has to fulfill certain conditions [see, e.g. 32, pp.
46-59]. Maybe the most important is causality, the ability
to link causes and consequences. Causality has been one
of the main reasons promoting activity-based costing
[26]. Traceability and responsibility are also mentioned
as requirements for internal relevancy. Traceability, the
system’s ability to track resources and cost from entry to
exit, is not a problem for almost all cost systems design.
Actually, this is more of a technical problem, and today
many software solutions exist. Responsibility is more
problematic because resources are typically divided
through a budgetary system and used in processes. And
processes are often transfunctional, consuming resources
from different functions. If this is not considered while a
cost system is being designed, it might lead to conflicts
in allocating resources. There are other requirements
such as the quality of calculations and clarity of
communication that also have to be taken in account
when designing a cost system.
When considering the reliability of cost calculation, it
is good to keep in mind the principle “different costs for
different purposes.” Meaning that we have to know in
which situation and to which purpose calculations are
used. There is not one universal right cost; calculations
are based on assumptions of value, usage, etc. The

important thing is to know how and why the assumptions
are made.
In general, it has been said that companies have
difficulties in knowing the cost of services [3]. This
might be a result of costs structures in services, with
more fixed than variable costs [31]. However, Brignall
[7] observed that the cost traceability decreases when
moving from professional services to a service shop and
further to mass services. This might be a result
comparable to the low number of customers and service
products in professional services thus making it possible
to use project-costing methods. However, this might not
be true when estimating costs beforehand. High
customization and contact time may cause unexpected
variance that is hard to estimate. Also, the customer has a
crucial effect on productivity of services, thus affecting
the use of resources [22]. On the other hand, service time
in standardized mass services can be quite easily
estimated. In that case, fixed costs can be high, and most
costs are incurred when providing mass service, not by
the use of that service. Internet banking is a good
example of mass services where providing the system
causes most of the costs. If we connect mass
customizable services to service shops, we are
somewhere in the middle. Project costing is not suitable
because of the high number of customers. And contact
time is not constant because the customer affects
productivity.
If we define that mass customization requires a fixed
solution space and service is a process, then mass
customized service has to have predefined processes.
Moreover, processes consist of activities that, in turn,
consist of sub-activities or tasks. Value is created in
processes, and costs are incurred in activities. For
operational purposes of defining and modeling these
processes, activities and tasks might be necessary to
conduct services. Process modeling and defining done
for operational purposes are useful for cost modeling as
well. However, operational process models may include
tasks that are so detailed that they should be kept out of
cost modeling, because this can lead to a too detailed
cost system that is hard and expensive to update. This
might cause some inaccuracy; however, there are always
variations, and if tasks and activities are well defined, the
inaccuracy should be negligible. There are obvious
similarities to ABC or even to process-based costing,
which is one application of ABC [28, 45]. However,
ABC is not the only cost system for mass customizable
services, and costing can be done similarly with more
traditional methods such as with responsibility centers
and homogeneous cost pools. And even the direct cost
method can work well if most of the costs are direct,
which is quite often the case in customized services.
When deciding what kind of cost system is used, we
have to keep in mind the principle of “different costs for
different purposes.” In services, inventory valuation is
not important because, due to the perishable nature of
services, there is no inventory. If we define that cost
calculations are used mainly for pricing, setting the
minimum price and resource management causality and
responsibility are important for the relevancy of the cost
system. Causality is the main weakness of the traditional
costing system. If there are many allocations and re138

allocations, and money and direct labor are common
allocation bases, this may lead to weak causality. This is
a typical weakness of the hierarchical responsibility
center costing system. For the homogeneous cost pool
method, causality is not a problem, because cost pools
should be defined based on causality. For the ABC
system, causality is the main building block; thus, there
should always be strong causality.
Responsibility is more problematic for all costing
systems except responsibility centers in which it is
obvious. For ABC, this problem can be solved by
defining activities such that one activity uses resources
only from one responsibility center. This does not mean
that the responsibility center conducts only one activity.
The other way is to have resource management based on
the process, meaning that the budgetary system is based
on processes. This is possible but, based on our
experience, not a very common practice. However, this is
an aim of activity-based management.
For the pricing purposes, we have to define a cost
object. Often the only cost object is the product or
service. However, in services this may violate causality
because the customer significantly influences the
productivity because of the inseparable nature of the
service. Thus, the cost of the service may vary depending
on the customer. It has been indicated that the customer,
rather than the product or service, would be a suitable
cost object [8]. This also supports the use of ABC
because, in ABC, there can be multilevel cost drivers.
For costing purposes, this means that the service has one
cost (and price) and the customer has another cost.
Furthermore, cost can be calculated in terms of market
segment or geographic area. The total cost of providing
the service is the sum of these costs.
Another interesting thing in mass customizable
services is combining activities (modules). If a customer
chooses many activities, the cost of the process can be
less than the cost of separate activities. Meaning that
there should be also process-level costs, not only
activity-level costs. For example, if a company offers
preventive maintenance that includes calibration, wearpart replacement, and remote monitoring, the cost of
calibration and wear-part replacement is most likely
higher without than with remote monitoring because
things are done just in case. Moreover, both activities
require technicians to travel, which cause expenses.
Thus, it is obvious that the cost is lower if both can be
done at the same service visit. If this is customer or
process specific, the cost is not clear, and it can be
defined as either one.
It is not agreed that investment to ABC is justified in
mass customization manufacturing. If companies use
advanced manufacturing technology, then the
information requirements can be met with less
sophisticated costing systems, such as one with multiple
cost pools and a unit-level cost driver [1]. However,
Brignall [7] observed that in some service shops and
mass services it might be beneficial to invest in ABC. At
least a part of these diverse views lies behind the
definition of ABC. It is not clear what an ABC system is
and what it is not. Rather than speaking of ABC, we
should concentrate on features and then think if the
costing system fulfills these features [27, 33].
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5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, mass customized services were studied
based on a literature review. As was shown, services can
be mass customized as well as products. Mass
customized services were defined to contain pre-defined
processes whose interfaces and interdependencies would
be well defined and could be combined into flexible
processes according to pre-defined rules. Thus, service
mass customization is possible and can use similar
approaches to manage complexity as mass customization
of goods. Modularity and service platforms are means to
manage mass customization. Mass customized service is
a process that consists of activities that can be called
modules. Furthermore, in goods, modules consist of
components, and similarly, in services, modules
(activities) consist of tasks. The characteristics of
services may lead complexity management and
efficiency gains to be more difficult than in goods.
When designing cost systems for mass customized
services, we have to know to what purpose the cost
calculations are used. The company can use the
calculations for pricing, deciding whether to offer a
service to certain customers, or managing resources. In
these cases, calculations have to be done beforehand, and
it is more important to be approximately right than
exactly wrong. Then causality becomes the most
important feature of the cost system design and supports
the use of ABC. Moreover, the analogy of modules and
activities also strengthens the choice of ABC. What
becomes important is how to define activities and
processes in the costing model. Activities have to be
defined so that they can be conducted in one
responsibility center and processes are transfunctional.
By doing so, the cost system supports automatic resource
management. Moreover, it is crucial how activities and
tasks are defined. If operational models are used for
costing purposes, there is a big risk that the cost model
will end up being too detailed and too laborious to be
updated. So cost should be calculated only at the activity
level, and tasks should be only for operational purposes.
A mass customization service may involve more
customer-induced activities, and the heterogeneity in the
customer inputs affects productivity. This requires the
cost system to support multilevel cost objects that also
support the use of ABC. Actually, it might be rewarding
to get rid of product costing that has dominated the cost
calculations. In service cost management, quite often a
physical product is just replaced by a service product
[see, e.g. 7]. Other cost objects, such as the customer or
market segment, should be used.
If a costing system is used only for product costing
purposes, these requirements can be met with less
sophisticated costing systems than ABC, such as the
direct cost method. However, if cost accounting systems
need to be able to offer more than merely giving product
cost information, the investment in ABC can be justified.
The ABC system has been claimed to contain two
dimensions: the cost view and the process view. It is
further argued that the emergence of a process view
could extend ABC beyond product costing to process
improvement [49].
Being a short literature review, this paper raises more
questions than it answers. However, it continues the

discussion of mass customized services and brings out a
new view, cost system design, to that discussion. This
paper gives some ideas about how mass customized
services can be developed and managed. Furthermore,
the paper emphasizes the importance of pre-defining
processes, interfaces, and interdependencies. These are
important both for operational and costing purposes.
There is an obvious need for further research at the
conceptual level as well as at the practical level. It would
be rewarding to find out what kinds of cost system
designs are used for mass customized services. Actually,
it would be interesting to find a company that
systematically and deliberately aims to be a service mass
customizer. Perhaps the most challenging task is to gain
knowledge how to simultaneously manage cost and value
in services.
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